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November 15, 2018 
 
Sent via eFile 
 

CREATIVE ENERGY BEATTY/EXPO PLANTS CPCN 

AND REORGANIZATION                   EXHIBIT A-24 
Mr. Krishnan Iyer 
President and CEO 
Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. 
Suite 1 - 720 Beatty Street 
Vancouver, BC  V6B 2M1 
Krishnan@creative.energy; info@creative.energy  
 
 
Re: Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. – Application for Certificate of Public Convenience and 

Necessity for the Expo–Beatty Plants and Reorganization – Project Number 1598962  
 
Dear Mr. Iyer: 
 
Further to Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc.’s (Creative Energy) application dated June 29, 2018 for 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the Expo-Beatty Plants and undertaking of a corporate 
reorganization, there is an issue which has arisen with respect to Creative Energy’s response to BCUC 
Information Request (IR) No. 2, series 136.0 

Consequently, the Panel has additional questions that are necessary to clarify Creative Energy responses to IR 
136.0 series of questions regarding the journal entries, and subsequent balance sheet amounts, pertaining to 
the transaction in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Trust and Development Agreement and of 
the Proposed Project. Specifically, the Panel seeks clarity on the amount of the proposed addition to rate base.  
 
Creative Energy is requested to respond to the Panel IRs attached as Appendix A to this letter by 9:00 am, 
Monday, November 19, 2018. 
 
Creative Energy is reminded that complete and comprehensive responses to information requests and panel 
questions are required for the BCUC’s review of the Application. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Original signed by: 
 
Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
 
/jo 
Attachment
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APPENDIX A 
 
 

 

Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc.  
Application for Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity  

For the Expo–Beatty Plants and Reorganization 
 

PANEL INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1 TO CREATIVE ENERGY VANCOUVER PLATFORMS INC. 
 
On page 7 of Exhibit B-1 (Application), Creative Energy Vancouver Platform Inc. (Creative Energy) states: 

Given that Creative Energy’s  portion of the total project cost (estimated at $53.1 million) is 
limited to 15 million, subject only to additional costs for change orders requested by Creative 
Energy or project delays caused by Creative Energy (and the Developer bears all other cost 
risks), Creative Energy proposes that the Commission include a condition on its CPCN approval 
that Creative Energy's rate base shall increase by $15 million as a result of the Proposed Project, 
subject to adjustments approved by the Commission for inclusion in rate base in connection 
with any change orders requested by Creative Energy or project delays caused by Creative 
Energy, and to any secondary payment as noted below. [Emphasis added] 

In response to BCUC IR 136.1 and 136.4, Creative Energy stated that the following journal entry provided in 
BCUC IR 1.72.3.1 “was an oversight… [and] there should be no debit to contributed surplus and no credit to the 
asset account”: [Emphasis added] 

 

1.1 Given the proposed journal entries and corrections, the Panel notes that there is no credit to the 
property, plant and equipment (PPE) account (e.g. Contributions in Aid of Construction). Typically, the 
continuity schedule for PPE is: Gross PPE less CIAC equals Net PPE. Net PPE after accumulated 
depreciation is a component of net rate base, which is used to calculate the allowed return on equity 
(ROE) on an annual basis. If Creative Energy proposes that there should be no credit to the asset 
account, then net rate base for regulatory accounting purposes will increase by the total project cost of 
the Proposed Project, as opposed to $15 million as noted on page 7 of the Application.  

For clarity, please confirm the PPE amount that Creative Energy proposes to add to net rate base for 
regulatory accounting purposes as a result of the Proposed Project (e.g. the total project cost or $15 
million). 

1.2 If the response to the Panel IR 1.1 is the total project cost, please discuss the reasons why Creative 
Energy amends its proposal. 

1.3 If the response to the Panel IR 1.1 is $15 million:  

(a) Please provide the journal entry(s) to reduce the net rate base addition as a result of the 
Proposed Project from the total project cost to $15 million. 

a. If Creative Energy believes that no journal entry(s) are needed, please explain how it 
will ensure that annual depreciation expense on PPE and its allowed ROE will be 
calculated for ratemaking purposes, if there is no contra-account (i.e. CIAC) to Gross 
PPE. 

(b) Please discuss how Creative Energy proposes to prepare the following continuity schedules for 
regulatory accounting purposes and include the proposed financial schedules: (i) Gross PPE 
continuity schedule; (ii) CIAC continuity schedule; (iii) Net PPE continuity schedule; (iv) 



 

  

Accumulated depreciation continuity schedule, (iii) Gross rate base continuity schedule; and (iv) 
Net rate base continuity schedule. 

By BCUC Order G-82-15, Creative Energy’s rate setting is based on the default equity thickness of 42.5 percent 
and equity risk premium of 75 bps for regulated Thermal Energy Systems. 

In response to BCUC IR 136.2, Creative Energy stated that its $15 million portion of the Proposed Project "will be 
financed as part of the utility’s total capital financing requirements which is a mix of debt and equity. The 
allowed debt component is 57.5% and the equity component is 42.5%." 
 
1.4 Please discuss how Creative Energy’s proposed financing for the $15M will impact its approved Debt-to-

Equity ratio, if at all.  
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